SALLY: Well, look who’s here.
MRS. SWAN: Who?
SALLY: Joan.
JOAN: Hello, Mum.
MRS. SWAN: Well, hello, Joan. How my girl?
JOAN: I all right now. Only for Sally I might have been killed.
MRS. SWAN: Yes.
SALLY: Your mother like me now.
MRS. SWAN: Sally only got two days here.
JOAN: That all?
SALLY: Yes, Joan.
MRS. SWAN: Well, come and get it. Lunch is served.
C.O.: Music . . . hold.
JOAN: That was the best lunch that I had for a long time.
C.O.: Music up . . . down to station, under.
NARRATOR: The time went over quickly and so Sally was at the Station.
MRS. SWAN: Did you have a good time in Sydney, Sally.
SALLY: Yes. It were the best thing I ever enjoy . . . Well, goodbye, Joan, and good luck.
JOAN: And the same to you.
C.O.: Train whistle, train starting . . . into music.
NARRATOR: And that were the story about a dark child that lived with white people in Sydney.
C.O.: Music up to end.
THE END
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DID YOU KNOW...

If a Starfish is cut into pieces, each piece will grow into another perfectly formed Starfish.

Canada geese fly in V formation to reduce air resistance to the flock.

Porpoises can kill sharks by using their tough snouts to butt the tender gill slits of the deadly fish.

Steel is the largest United States industry. Mill production is second to the flock.

The U.S. patent office receives an average of 200 patent applications daily for new inventions.

Ice in Greenland, near the North Pole, is nearly a mile thick in places.

An area of 3,181,817 square miles makes Brazil the world’s largest republic.

There was a time in the world’s history when horses were no larger than ordinary cats and dragonflies were sometimes more than two feet long.

The steam turbine, considered a modern source of power, was invented by Hero of Alexandria over 2,000 years ago.

The Colombians are reported to be the heaviest sugar-eaters in the world with an average annual consumption of 175 pounds per person.